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Description:
The U1713 is a configurable adapter unit specifically designed to integrate aircraft systems. The unit has
several ports (such as ARINC 429, discretes and analogs) that are HIRF and transient protected, and controlled
by a 200MHz dual-core PowerPC processor. These ports are easily configured in software to convert data
types and/or perform protocol management. Whatever signal is missing or formatted incorrectly for your
aircraft integration, the U1713 is a turn-key solution.

For a complete list of ports and specifications, see www.canaanavionics.com/U1713.aspx
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Uses as Drop Controller:
Basic Functions:
Drop Controllers provide metered control of agent from an aircraft. The main objective of a drop controller is
to provide safe delivery of agent at predetermined coverage levels. The U1713 has many analog input and
output ports that can be connected to systems that control drop door positions and hydraulic pressures, and
also receive inputs from door position sensors and tank quantity sensors. The U1713 has discrete signal IO
that can be used to arm and initiate a drop sequence. The analog ports are used to actively control drop doors
and/or pressures during the drop sequence, and this is accomplished via a tuned drop control loop which is
specific to the aircraft system.

Second-Order Functions:
As an option, the U1713 accepts Air Data and Radio Altitude signals to adjust the drop control loop for
differences in altitude and airspeed, ensuring that the drop is at a more consistent coverage level.
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Possible Options:
1) The U1713 can be controlled via a
custom control head, or even
interfaced to a computer or yokemounted tablet.

2) The U1713 accept SD Memory Cards, and can interface with a PC to capture drop logs. This enables
users to monitor the performance of each drop. The exact position of each drop can be recorded along
with how much agent was delivered. The data can also be used as “trend monitoring”, which can be
used to tune the drop-control loop through the fire season.
3) Multiple U1713’s can be used for multi-tank systems and all controlled through a single control panel
[as pictured above], or through a tablet or PC. Canaan Avionics offers custom control panels and PC
applications.

Certification:
The U1713 carries TSO under C113 and is designed to Assurance Level B. The U1713 enables a partitioned
control scheme, where safe-critical functions such as drop arming, initiation and control are integral.
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